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Abstract
This is a collection of rosters, programs, manuals and articles relating to baseball in Cuba.
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Separation
Books have been integrated into the general collection. Photographs have been separated to the Photo Archives and audio/video material have been separated to the Audio/Video archives.

Languages
Spanish with some articles in English
Biography
Dr. Jamail is a Spanish-speaking journalist and author of several books. He has written for Baseball America, USA Today Sports Weekly, the Washington Post, and a few other papers. He has an academic background in Latin American politics. He was hired by the Tampa Bay Rays to create an educational and cultural program to help Latin American players adjust to life in the USA.
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Corporate Names
Granma (newspaper)

Personal Names
Jamail, Milton H.
Morales, Kendry

Subject Headings
Statistics
Programs
Handbooks, manuals
Rosters
World Cup, Baseball
Baseball, Cuba

Content List
Box 1  File Title
Folder 1  1990 Media guide, Cuban National Team (copy), Spanish

Folder 2  Jun 30, 1992, USA vs. Cuba
          Jul 30-31, 1993, USA vs. Cuba
          1995, Spain vs. Cuba
          1992 FCBA (Cuban Amateur Baseball Federation), Spanish

Folder 3  1992 Manual, Sistema Codificado de Anotacion
          (System of Annotation Codes manual)
          May 1994 Integracion de la Preseleccion Nacional de Beisbol-
          Fundamentacion (Integration of the National Pre-selection of baseball)

Folder 4  2001 XXXIV Baseball World Cup
          - articles printed from www.granma.cubaweb.cu/

Folder 5  2002 41 Serie Nacional de Beisbol
          - articles printed from www.granma.cubaweb.cu/
Folder 6   2002 XV Copa Intercontinental de Beisbol
           - articles printed from www.granma.cubaweb.cu/15copa/

Folder 7   2002-2005 Kendry Morales articles